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Abstract
The Electromechanics and Power Electronics group of the
Department of Electrical Engineering at the Eindhoven University of
Technology has a multifunctional test facility. This facility, called
Computer Controlled Mechatronic Load (CoCoMeL), is used for highperformance testing of different drives or inverters. To be able to test
drives it needs a very accurately controlled machine that can function
as a drive or load. For this purpose there is a squirrel cage induction
machine available.
By using field-oriented control, induction machines can be controlled
very accurately, when some machine parameters are known. These
parameters and particularly the rotor resistance tend to change
during operation due to heating of the machine. Therefore, it is
necessary to estimate in real time the rotor resistance.
Many different approaches for this problem have been presented in
the past but around zero rotor speed there has not been an adequate
solution.

In this report a new algorithm for rotor resistance estimation is
simulated and tested. This algorithm also works at zero rotor speed
and has the additional advantage that it does not require many nonlinear calculations. Therefore, it can be implemented using simple, low
cost digital signal processors (DSP).
The algorithm is successfully simulated using Matlab and afterwards
implemented in the existing field-oriented control program of the
induction machine of the CoCoMeL project. Measurements with
blocked rotor show that the algorithm also works in practice.
However the estimation process is not very fast due to extensive
filtering.
Future investigations should include further optimization of the
estimation program and testing at different speeds with the machine
both as drive and load. For the estimation program this may involve
writing a completely new program that makes better use of the
possibilities of the DSP.
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Nomenclature
General:
Denotes to which part of the machine the variable a belongs
Indicates the reference frame in which the equation is written
Desired value of a
Estimated value of a
in sub- or superscript: referring to stator, cage, and rotor, respectively

asubscript
a superscript

a

•

a
s,k,r

Operators

L{ a}, it

Differentiation of a with respect to time

R(cp)

Rotation matrix over angle cp defined by R(cp)

Variables
Symbol Unit

A
v
v
I]f

W'

A
V
V
Wb
Wb

n
H
H
s
Nm

cp
ps

rad
rad

Description
Current scalar
Current vector
Voltage scalar
Voltage vector
Flux scalar
Flux vector
Resistance
Main machine inductance
Leakage inductance
Rotor time constant
Electrical torque
flux angle
rotor angle

=

[cos(cp)
sin( cp)

-sin(cp)]
cos( cp)

Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Scope

This master thesis is the final part of my study of Electrical Engineering at
the Eindhoven University of Technology. After an earlier acquaintance with
mainly the theory of power electronics and electromechanics as a trainee at
l'ENSEEIHT, Toulouse, France, I wanted to do more in this very interesting part of Electrical Engineering. Another traineeship at the EMC department of the Philips Research Laboratories (NATLAB) with a more practical
bias, made me search for a final thesis project where I could combine this.
Therefore I was glad that the Electromechanics and Power Electronics group
(EPE) offered me a project where I could do both theoretical and practical
work on the high performance control of induction machines.

1.2

Controlling induction machines

Induction machines are very robust. They are very reliable and therefore
used in many different applications. Unfortunately their control is more
complicated than that of DC machines for example, which have a natural
decoupling between the torque and the magnetic field. With the increasing
performance of power electronics and digital signal processors it became
possible to realize complicated control methods like Field-Oriented control
(FOC). FOC circumvents the limitations and allows very accurate control
of the induction machine [2:1 [3]. This kind of control uses the magnitude and
position of the flux to operate the machine. This can be done by measuring
the flux or volt'age and currents (direct FOC) or by calculating the flux from
slip frequency and rotor position or speed (indirect FOC). Direct control is
more simple, but the sensors needed are more expensive and mostly not
very robust [24]. For indirect control only a position or speed encoder is
needed, but a disadvantage is that the control depends on rotor and stator
parameters. Some of these parameters can be measured directly at the
1
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terminals of the machine but others have to be estimated or calculated
indirectly. And even if the parameters are estimated correctly for an initial
situation they can change considerably during excitation of the machine due
to saturation or heating-up. Specially in the case of highly dynamic use this
can cause an unacceptable decrease in performance.
To overcome this problem a number of on-line parameter estimation algorithms have been presented in the past. They work on the basis of direct calculation from sensed signals, such as air gap power[6] or DC-link power[18],
or they rely on control methods such as model reference adaptive systems[20]
or flux observers [16] . These methods often require sophisticated calculations
and complicated hardware. They only work at high speed or in steady state
and sometimes they still depend on the stator resistance and thus don't solve
the problem of thermal heating of the machine completely[23]. Other parameter identification methods that are used are based on extended Kalman
filters [fl [25] or extended Luenberger observers[8j [19]. These use state space
models that require extensive computation power. More recently techniques
were developed that inject signals into the flux axis of the stator current
and correlate these with the speed or acceleration error. These methods
have accurate but slow convergence to the actual resistance value, but the
injected signals can cause a ripple on the output torque or speed. And still
most of the models are not accurate around zero rotor speed [26].

1.3

Object

The object of this master thesis is to implement a parameter insensitive, indirect flux-oriented vector control which has none of the limitations mentioned
in the last paragraph. It is implemented in a squirrel cage induction machine that is part of the CoCoMeL project. CoCoMeL stands for Computer
Controlled Mechatronic Load and it is a machine and inverter testing facility in the EPE group. This facility will very accurately test the power- and
energy-efficiency of electric machines and inverters in both highly-dynamic
and steady-state conditions by measuring three phase currents and voltages,
as well as machine torque and axis position. The machine therefore needs to
be controlled in the best possible way. The complete diagram of the setup
is shown in Fig 1.1.
In the middle of the figure an induction machine (1M) is connected via
a belt drive to a drive under test (DDT) or a known drive if an inverter is
tested. The induction machine can be used both as a drive as well as a load
because its inverter system (DPFC and Hysteresis band current controller)
can handle power in two directions. The belt drive can be adjusted by
changing the belts and pulleys so the nominal speed of the 1M and the DDT
can be matched. Digital Signal Processors (DSP's) are used for the control
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Figure 1.1: The complete setup of the CoCoMeL project.
of the inverter system and the machine. Other blocks in the figure are used
to collect data and make it visible.
The CoCoMeL project is already going on for some time now and it is
extended bit by bit with high quality controllers and measurement equipment. Recently there have been a lot of improvements on various parts ofthe
system and upgrading the control of the induction machine fits very well in
this scope. Until now the machine was controlled by a simple field-oriented
control, described in section 2.3 (page no. 9) of the next chapter. This
control has limitations when the resistances of the machine change. Better
control is possible and object of this thesis is to implement an algorithm
developed in [9]. This algorithm calculates in real-time an error quantity on
the basis of measurements of current and voltage on one hand and calculations on variables from a machine model on the other. The error quantity is
then used to make a new estimation of the rotor resistance which makes the
control independent from the actual value of the resistance. The induction
machine can then be controlled in the best possible way.
This thesis concerns the control of the 1M which is only a part of the CoCoMeL project. The grey shaded part of Fig 1.1 shows the most important
blocks.

1.4

Structure of the report

The next chapter (chapter 2) will give an explanation of the general theory
of controlling induction machines with field-oriented control and estimating
the rotor resistance. The following chapter (chapter 3) will deal with sim-

4
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ulations of the theory and subsequently, chapters 4 and 5 will handle the
implementation into the DSP's of the CoCoMeL system and experimental
verification of the simulations. Finally chapter 6 will contain conclusions
and recommendations for the continuation of the project.

Chapter 2

Theory
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter the theory of induction machines, field-oriented control and
resistance estimation will be explained. Those are the parts that are mainly
concerned in this thesis. For convenience the grey-shaded part of Fig 1.1
is repeated separately in Fig 2.1. The figure gives an overview of how the
induction machine is controlled.

DC

AC

Current source

position

1*

desired flux

DSP

Figure 2.1: Diagram of the control of the induction machine

The induction machine is current fed by a controllable current source.
The control signals for the current source are generated by a DSP. This DSP
calculates the new desired currents on the basis of measured data (currents,
voltages and rotor position) and desired values (torque and flux). The DSP
takes care of both the FOC and the resistance estimation. In the simulations
the currents are generated by an ideal current source, in the real system by
a Hysteresis Band Current Controller (HBCC).
5
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2.2

Machine model

To be able to simulate the control scheme mentioned in Fig 2.1 it is necessary
to have a model of the induction machine. The actual machine is a 3 phase
squirrel cage induction motor and a common model [7] is determined by
the set of equations shown below. To simplify the calculations the 3 phaseto-phase voltages Uab, Ubc, U ca and line currents isa, isb, i sc of the machine
are transformed to a 2 phase system. This is done by the power invariant
transformation defined by:

/273 [1o Jl72]
-13/2

(2.1)

[Uab ] ,
Ubc

j;)j'0/ [3/2
0] [ ii sa
y2/3
-13/2 -13
sb

]

·

(2.2)

With this model it is assumed that there is no neutral wiring, i.e. i sa +
O. To simplify the equations and calculations even further, these
matrices can be described by means of two vectors. One for the voltage and
one for the current. This means

isb

+ i sc =

u~ = [ ~~~ ]

and

i~ = [ ~~~ ] ,

(2.3)

Here u~l is the projection of u~ on the stator reference winding axis, and u~2
is the projection onto the stator winding axis perpendicular to the reference
axis. Both current components, i~l and i~2 are constructed the same way to
form the current vector, i~. This is clarified in Fig 2.2.
stator windings
~

ee)

reference vectors

reference winding

ex)

Figure 2.2: Construction of the stator reference vectors
Using this notation, .the fundamental equations describing the voltage/
current/ flux relations of the induction machine with squirrel cage rotor are

+ D{w~},
rkik + D{Wk} == O.
rsi~

(2.4)
(2.5)
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Where the subscript (subscripd denotes to which part of the machine the vector or variable belongs and the superscript (superscript) tells in which reference
frame the equation is written. The different variables are:
u~,

uk

i~,

the stator and cage voltage vectors,

ik the stator and cage current vectors,

\Ii~, \li

k the vectors of the flux

7's,7'k

DO

linking the stator and the rotor windings,

the stator and rotor resistance and
the differentiation operator with respect to time.

On the basis of these two equations and the machine's parameters it
is possible to derive expressions for the torque and the rotor speed of the
machine. Therefore equations 2.4 and 2.5 are rewritten into an arbitrary
reference frame a

+ D{\Ii~} + ',O~R(7f /2)\Ii~,
rd k+ D{\lik} + ',O: R (7f /2)\li k,
rsi~

o

(2.6)
(2.7)

where
',O~,

',0:

are the angular velocities of the arbitrary reference frame with respect
to the stator and rotor frame, respectively, and

R( cp) indicates a rotation over an angle cp defined by the matrix
R( ) = [ C?s(cp)
cp
sm(cp)

- sin(cp) ]
.
cos( cp)

The flux linkages can be written as

(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)

Here \lil is the vector related to the main flux crossing the air-gap, 1 is
the machine's main inductance and las and lak are the leakage inductances
of the stator and rotor windings. It is not possible to identify the values of

8
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lers and lerk separately on the basis of measurements of terminal quantities
only. Therefore it is convenient to define prime parameters:

1

(1

z'

1 I
1 + (Jk '

l~

lers

w'a
I

(2.11)

+ (Jk)2 rk,

(2.12)
1

,,

+ 1 + (Jk lerk = (J I

(2.13)

,

1 Wa
l+(Jk I'

(2.14)

(1 + (Jk)i~.

(2.15)

Where (Jk and (J' are leakage factors defined by
lerk/ I,

(2.16)

lers/l,

(2.17)

(1

+ (Js)(l + (Jk)

(2.18)

- 1.

The function of these prime parameters is clarified by Fig 2.3. On the
left there is the normal T-substitution diagram where it is not possible to
know all parameters just by measuring at the terminals. On the right is
the diagram on the basis of the just introduced prime quantities. With this
scheme it is not necessary to know all parameters separately. Note that a
signal at the terminals is affected exactly the same way as both diagrams
are electrically equivalent.

Normal T-Sllbstitlltion diagram

Diagram llsing prime quantities

Figure 2.3: Schematic diagrams of the induction machine
Now by using the prime quantities, it is possible to eliminate
equations (2.8)-(2.10), leaving only

wi

from

(2.19)
(2.20)
The primary equations describing the machine, (2.6) and (2.7), can then be
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rewritten as

o

rsi~

+ D{q,~} + <p~R(7T /2)q,~,

(2.21)

r~i~a

+ D{q,~a} + <p~R(7T/2)q,~a.

(2.22)

This model is called the 'inverse gamma' machine model.
The torque developed by the machine is calculated from the conservation
of energy;
(2.23)
Where [ ]T means the vector transposition should be taken. This electrical
torque accelerates the machine by

D{jl} =

~ (Tnel -

(2.24)

TnZoad) ,

with

pS = D{pS} is the electric angular rotor velocity,
pS =
TnZoad

=

with P the number of pole-pairs and
angle with respect to the stator,

PPshajt

Pshajt

the physical shaft

(~)Mload with MZ oad all instantaneous load torques on the machine

and
8

=

(~)8shajt where 8 s hajt is the total inertia of all rotating parts referred

to the machine's shaft.

2.3

Field-Oriented control

The machine will be indirect-field-oriented controlled in a reference frame,
wherein the rotor-flux vector is the reference axis. This means that

(2.25)
Rewriting equations (2.21)-(2.23) in this reference frame and decomposing
the resulting vector equations in algebraic equations yields, among others:
(2.26)
nt,' ,;v)k2
'f/k"s

.

(2.27)

The currents i1)kl and it)k2 determine independently the flux and the
torque, respectively. This is the main advantage of field-oriented control.
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The machine can be controlled just like a separately excited DC-machine. If
the flux is kept at a constant level, the differentiation term in (2.26) equals
zero. This simplifies the equations for the control to

1/J~*

i'ljJkh
s

i wk2
*
s

T

,

(2.28)

m;l

=

(2.29)

1/J~*

In these equations (2.28)-(2.29) the desired currents are calculated with
respect to the flux axis. The position of the rotor, pS, should therefore be
known, so the currents can be transformed to the stator reference frame in
which the machine is controlled. The resulting control scheme is given in
Fig 2.4.

m;l

.1/Jk2*
Zs

.1/Jk2*
Zs

's2*
ZS

VR

.1/Jkh
Zs

1/J~*

'sh
Zs

""i

L

<Pk

<Pk

pS

~

Figure 2.4: Diagram of the field-oriented control

2.4

On-line parameter estimation

As stated before, the quality of the indirect field oriented control depends on
the estimation of the rotor resistance. Because it changes during operation
it is necessary to adapt the estimated rotor resistance continuously. Only
then the machine can be controlled in the best possible way. The necessity
for adaption of the resistance estimation is visualized with simulations in the
next chapter. The algorithm from [9] presented here in this section makes
it possible to estimate in real-time the rotor time constant,

z' ",
Tk =

f'

rk

(2.30)

The rotor resistance, r~, can be directly derived from this constant, while
the inductance, z', is supposed to be constant.
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First two variables are introduced and calculated. These two variables
are related to the reactive power exchange of the machine. Both variables
calculate the same mathematical quantity, only in a different way. The
difference between the two is used to change the estimation of the rotor
resistance.
The first variable is:
(2.31)
All variables in this equation can be directly measured. In other words, it
is independent from resistance parameters and therefore from temperature
effects. The induction parameters z' and l~ are supposed to be constants,
known from the machine data. They are only moderately affected by saturation because in the field-oriented control the flux is kept at a constant
level.
Equation (2.31) can be rewritten as

with

WS
Wr
F

k

(pk(1/J~)2

= 1/J~sl D{1/J~2} _ 1/J~s2 D{1/J~Sl},
(Pk(1/J~)2 = 1/J{1 D{1/J{2} - 1/J{2D{1/J{l},
D{ 1/J~} /1/J~.

Where (Pk and (Pk denote the slip frequency of 1/J~ with respect to the stator
and to the rotor, respectively.
Now the second variable is introduced,

(2.32)
This equation depends on the time constant
tance.

Tk

and thus on the rotor resis-

It can easily be verified that

N S = 1/J~lvJS.

(2.33)

M S can be measured and N S can be derived from the model of the machine
that is available in the field-oriented control scheme. The difference between
N S and 1/J~Ms gives an indication of the error between the estimated rotor
time constant and its real value. The estimated value can then be adjusted.

12
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Tk

'----+-{Kp.}---------------+{~}-----

Figure 2.5: PI-loop for the rotor time constant estimation
This adjustment is done via a PI control loop [11]. Fig. 2.5 shows the
diagram of this loop.
Unless the estimation is wrong at the start-up of the machine, the rotor
resistance will not change very quickly. It takes at least a couple of seconds
for a normal machine like the one that will be used in the experiments. The
proportional and integral constants, K p and Ki should therefore be chosen
in a way that the new rotor time constant estimation is accurate within
about a second.

Chapter 3

Simulations
3.1

Introduction

For the simulations it is necessary to implement the motor and control system as a set of mathematical equations in a simulation program. For this
purpose Matlab was used. This is a very extensive program and it can handle all kinds of calculations and simulations. It has a special simulation
environment called Simulink and its own programming language, which is
similar to standard programming languages like PASCAL or C. For the CoCoMeL project the DSP for the control of the machine is programmed in
C or Assembly. Therefore it is more useful to use Matlab directly, while
its programming language is already similar to these, rather than to use
the graphical Simulink environment. With some adjustments the programs
written for Matlab can be converted to C programs which can be used for
the DSP.
The system as it has been displayed in Fig 2.1, is modeled in a modular
way. Different parts of the system, such as the machine and the field-oriented
control each have a block. The blocks are called from the main program were
also the graphical interface is programmed. The complete system is built
up block by block in the next sections. In Appendix B the Matlab code
for the simulation of the fully functional system is concluded. The other
simulations are based on parts of that code.

3.2

Simulation of the machine

The squitrel cage induction machine is modeled according to equations (2.27)
and (2.26). The complete schematics of the machine's simulation model are
shown in Fig 3.l.
The machine is modeled using the Per Unit (PU) system[3]. This means
that all parameters are taken with respect to their nominal values. This has

13
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.s

~(l/s)

.r

-'ljJk2

~s

<Pk

r'k

~

.s

<Pk

VR

~

<pic

VJ~

~

1

7'

<pic

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the induction machine
the advantage that the model can be used for different machines without
constantly having to change the parameters. Those of the machine that will
be used later, can be found in Appendix A.
To test if the model is correct, it is simulated using the control diagram
of Fig 3.2. It shows the most simple current control without feedback i.e.
~

·s*

's*
E
s

~

'sl

'sl*

P

~s

~s

's2*

EsS *

~s

~s

bonv

's2

~s

Motor

C

-

Figure 3.2: Control diagram of a current fed induction machine
imposing a current, i~*, with a particular frequency, E~*. showed in, Fig 3.3
results.
For this simulation the current, i~*, is set at f, and its frequency, E~*,
at 1 PD. Note that this is the frequency of the stator field and this does
not say at which speed t~e machine will turn. There .is no flux cO'ntrol and
the machine is initially not magnetized, so at the start it can only produce
a small torque. When the machine speed slowly increases, the flux level
rises and more torque can be produced until the machine reaches a speed of
about 1 PD. As directly follows from the definition of the PD system, the
flux reaches a final level of 1 PD if the current is 0.33 PD. This figure shows
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Electric torque (P U)
0.4 ,--------,-------,

rotor 5 peed (P U)
1.2 ,--------,-----,
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J
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1.2 ,--------,-----,

I
i,

0.4

I

0.2

:

o

-0.3

-0.4 '----_ _----'-_ _- J
o
5
10
time (5)

-0.2 '----_ _--'0
5

...J

10

-0.2 '------~-------'
10
5
0

time (5)

time (5)

Figure 3.3: Simulation of an induction machine, direct current/position fed.
that the model of the machine works.

3.3

Machine with field-oriented control

Second was to implement the indirect field-oriented control in the simulation
model as it is described in the section Field-Oriented control (page 9). The
block diagram from Fig 2.4 was converted to code and connected with the
machine part (Fig 3.1). The simulation is shown in Fig 3.4. The desired
torque and flux are at their nominal values (m: 1 = 1, 'ljJ~* = 1). The model
has a built-in linear friction coefficient, r, that is set to one, so the machine
will need its nominal torque to keep turning at nominal rotor speed.
As the figure shows, this control is almost perfect. The flux, torque and
rotor speed all reach their desired value. But this simulation has perfect
conditions. If the resistance of the rotor changes during operation of the
machine, the model used for the field oriented control is not correct anymore.
The influence of an increase of about 60% for the rotor resistance is shown in
Fig 3.5. In this simulation the machine the rotor resistance of the machine is
set to increases linearly until it is about one and a half times its initial value.
In a real machine, under normal conditions, the resistance does not change
this quickly. Moreover, it will probably not increase in a linear way. But
the simulation does point out the problems that can arise because of this
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Figure 3.4: Machine simulation with indirect field-oriented control.
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Figure 3.5: Consequences from a rotor resistance increase without correcting
the control.
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increase. That is, the flux raises and therefore also the torque. The increased
flux level can cause the motor to saturate and the torque will accelerate the
machine in an unpredictable way. Both phenomena are unwanted if high
precision is desired from the machine. To accomplish this it is necessary to
adapt the estimation of the rotor resistance continuously.

3.4

On-line rotor resistance estimation

The last simulation of the previous chapter (Fig 3.5) is repeated but now
with adapt ion of the resistance estimation as it is explained in section 2.4.
The machine is rotating at its nominal speed and should deliver its nominal
torque. This leads to Fig 3.6. In this simulation the PI-loop constants, K i
and K p are 0.5 and 500, respectively. The Matlab code of this simulation is
concluded in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation of an induction machine with on-line parameter adaption at nominal speed.
When this figure is compared with the figure without correction, it is
immediately clear that there is an enormous improvement. The flux in the
machine is never more than 1 percent over its desired value, and consequently
the torque produced by the machine is also subjected to only a minor change.

If the machine is at its nominal speed the estimation algorithm works
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perfectly. But other estimation algorithms do the same. Special of this
algorithm is that it should also work at zero rotor speed. Therefore, the
simulation is repeated with the rotor blocked in one position. This is shown
in Fig 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Rotor resistance estimation with blocked rotor.
Now the graph is not that ideal anymore. The estimation process is
much slower even though the same proportional and integral constants are
used for the PI-loop. This is because the frequency of the stator currents is
much lower when the rotor speed is zero as it is when the machine rotates
at full speed. Therefore, the variables of the estimation algorithm (!'vIs and
N S ) take much more time to change. By means of increasing the proportional constant K p some improvement can be attained, but if the resistance
increases this fast it is inevitable that the flux will rise several percent. If
a cold machine is to be used with full torque at low speed it is better to
take a higher initial value for the estimated rotor resistance. The estimation
process will then decrease to the correct value of the rotor resistance instead
of increase and the risk of saturation reduces.

Chapter 4

ImplementatioIl
4.1

Introduction

After the successful simulation of the resistance estimation algorithm, it is
used in the CoCoMeL project. Fig 4.1 shows again the part of the CoCoMeL
that is concerned. Like in the chapter with the theory but now it shows the
system as it is implemented in the machine hall of the EPE group.The

DC

AC
HBCC

position

1*

DSP

Figure 4.1: Practical system lay-out
difference with Fig 2.1 is that the current source is changed from a general
current source to an hysteresis band current controller (HBCC). The HBCC
controls the currents to the machine within a chosen error band by switching
on and off the DC voltage.

Most important part in this diagram is the DSP block [21]. There the
actual field-oriented control is done and the resistance estimation algorithm
is implemented. Therefore this part is explained a bit further.
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Figure 4.2: In- and Outputs of the DSP system

4.2

The DSP system

Fig 4.2 shows the in- and output signals of the DSP. On the left the DSP
is connected to a PC. On the PC the programs for the DSP can be written. This programming can be done in Assembler or in C [15] through
the program Code Composer [12]. This program which is supplied by the
manufacturer of the DSP, Texas Instruments, is a highly efficient code converter. It also has an editor, debugging tools and a number of libraries for
the standard mathematical functions. With this program it is both possible to download a program to the DSP and let it run free (then the PC is
not needed anymore), or to let it run and monitor what happens. This is
particularly useful when testing new code.
The DSP is connected to an input I/O-board and an output I/O-board.
The input board has 16 analog and 8 digital inputs, the output board has
12 analog and 8 digital outputs. The analog inputs can be between -10 V
and 10 V, they are filtered at 2.5 kHz to prevent for anti-aliasing before
being transformed into 12 bit signals by the A/D-converter. The digital
input signals are also 12 bits long as well as all the output signals. The
D/ A-converter converts part of the output signals from the DSP to analog
signals with a range between -10 V and 10 V. The 12 bits make 4096 different
signal levels available, and with a voltage difference of 20 volts (-10 V to 10
V) the smallest possible control step is 0.0048828 V. This makes the control
accurate up to 0.024% if the full band of 20 Volts is used.

4.3

Functioning of the DSP system

Via the PC a program is downloaded to the DSP and the main program
is executed. In this main program no calculations are done but every 100
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microseconds (10 kHz) it generates an interrupt signal. On this interrupt
it starts an Interrupt Service Routine (ISR). This routine reads the input
data from the I/O-boards, works through all the calculations and writes the
desired output signals back to the I/O-boards. The routine has to finish
before a new interrupt signal is given. So reading, calculating and writing
may not take more than 100 /1S if the control has to be real-time. An
interrupt signal has the highest priority of being handled and this way a
guaranteed data acquisition is obtained.
Reading the in- and output signals takes a constant amount of time per
signal. Because the in- and output boards do not have a infinitely small
capacitance, it takes some time before the signals reach their final value.
Therefore the DSP needs to be slowed down in order to read the correct
values. This is done by putting 5 wait-states per signal on the bus were the
data is read.
To visualize that the routine is concluded within the correct amount of
time, one of the digital outputs is set to toggle between its minimum and
maximum value every 100 /1S. One of the analog outputs is set to go high
in the beginning of the ISR and low at the end. Then both signals are
compared on a scope. If the analog signal goes both high and low within
one period of the digital signal the ISR is completely handled. This is a very
quick way to see if the ISR works.

4.4

Measurement and control setup

Through the in- and outputs the DSP is connected with the different sensors,
switches, measurement equipment and the HBCC. How this is set up is
shown in Fig 4.3.
For the FOC and estimation algorithm it is necessary to measure the
phase to phase voltages, the line currents and the position of the rotor.
The voltage is measured and attenuated a hundred times so the signal is
within the limits of the analog input range of the I/O-board. The current is
measured with Hall sensors so that 1 Volt equals 1 Ampere. This signal is
then attenuated ten times before it is passed to the input I/O-board. The
position of the rotor shaft is measured by an optical digital encoder with a
resolution of 4096 pulses per revolution. Note that the machine is a 4-pole
machine so the mechanical rotor speed is only half of the electrical.
Other inputs are provided by the control panel. This panel has 6 variable
outputs, some switches, LED's and safety measures. These last will be
explained in section 4.6. The variable outputs, switches and LED's can be
assigned different functions, depending on how they are used in the program
that runs on the DSP. Normally only two variable outputs are used, namely
one for the desired flux level in the machine and one for the desired torque.
These two (analog) outputs are drawn in Fig 4.3 between the control panel
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Figure 4.3: Set-up of the measurement and control system.
and the input of the DSP.
The output signals of the DSP are the desired machine stator currents
for the HBCC, a digital block signal at 5 kHz and an analog 'block signal'
for the execution check. The other outputs can be used to display data on
scopes or meters.
Last item in Fig 4.3 that is not mentioned yet, is the torque meter. This
meter is used to verify if the desired value of the torque is reached. It is
possible to feed back the signal from the meter to the DSP and control
very accurately the torque produced by the machine, but this direct torque
control is not the purpose of this thesis and is therefore not used.

4.5

Measurement preparations

Some of the measured signals have large fluctuations. Especially the voltage
measurement because of the use of a hysteresis band current controller. This
controller switches with a non-fixed frequency between 0 and 625 V. The
steep switching edges make the signal very noisy, but knowing the voltage
is necessary to calculate the error variable MS. Not the momentary value
is needed, though, but the average. Therefore the signal is filtered [10] [14].
This is done with an integration loop with feedback as displayed in Fig 4.4.
The resulting graph is displayed in Fig 4.5.
In this figure the signal M S is displayed both in unfiltered and filtered
state. Note that the scales are very different. The unfiltered signal is already
attenuated by a factor 10 in the program to avoid reaching the maximum
output of the I/O-board and then the signal's variation is still a factor 100
higher than when it is filtered. If the integration time constant (T MS) is
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Figure 4.4: Filter for M S by means of an integrator with feedback
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Figure 4.5: /vIS in filtered and unfiltered state
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increased the filtered signal will be smoothed even further but with every
increment the estimation algorithm will be slower.
The other variable which is used to calculate the error, NS, is not as
irregular as M S but it still has large variations on a steady signal. These
spikes increase as the desired torque is raised. Therefore N S is filtered in the
same way as M S only with a smaller integration time constant (20 against
60) because the variations are not as large. Fig 4.6 shows N S in both filtered
and unfiltered state, the base level is shifted for legibility.
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Figure 4.6: N S in filtered and unfiltered state. The machine is delivering a
torque of 35 Nm.

4.6

Safety

To secure the system itself and the persons using it, the system is protected
in different ways. First of all, if all power is turned on and the DSP's are
running, the machine can not start until it is enabled manually by a switch
on the control panel. The panel has an enable and a disable switch for this
purpose. If the switch to enable the machine is pushed, it is checked if the
control panel receives the signal toggled at 5 kHz from the DSP. When it
does, the HBCC is turned on and a green LED on the control panel will
illuminate. If the pulsed signal is not received, nothing happens because it
means that there is something wrong with the program running on the DS:p.
Other protection measures are provided by a separate safety system.
This provides hardware protections for overvoltage, overcurrent, overspeed
and temperature. If one of these protections sets-off, the HBCC switches
the currents immediately to zero and a reset button on the appropriate
protection board has to be pushed before the machine can run again.

Chapter 5

Measurements
5.1

Introduction

Final stage is to test if the presented and simulated algorithm also works
on the induction machine of the CoCoMeL system. For that purpose the C
code of the existing control program of the machine was adapted and the
estimation algorithm implemented. This caused some problems.

The code as it existed was not very efficient. This was not necessary
while the old control was pretty simple and only few in- and outputs were
used. Time limitations could easily be satisfied. With the implementation of
the estimation algorithm, the use of more in- and outputs of the I/O-boards
and filters to smooth some signals it was inevitable to optimize the program.

Other problems concerned the debugging program, Code Composer. It
did not work with the DSP as well as it should. It was only possible to
monitor integer variables and not floating point variables, which are used
most of the time. Therefore, the only possibility to check if the variables
have the right proportions, is to use the analog outputs of the I/O-board of
the DSP and connect them to an oscilloscope or other measuring device.
It was also impossible to update the watch window while the machine
is running. The machine then stops. This is because of the communication
between the computer and the DSP. The DSP performs extra operations to
export the data to the PC. The extra time this takes,_ makes that a control
pulse is missed and the safety system switches off the machine. The Code
Composer was therefore mostly used just as an editor and compiler.
After these problems were solved the measurements to verify the simulations could start. The C code of the program for the DSP is included in
Appendix B.
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Blocked rotor

From the simulations it is clear that most difficult is making estimations
at zero rotor speed. If the estimation algorithm works at standstill it will
normally also work at other speeds. Therefore, the measurements were performed with the rotor fixed to one position. Other additional advantages of
performing the measurements this way are that the algorithm is less time
consuming, while some of the subroutines, like differentiation of shaft position, are unnecessary. And finally with the rotor blocked, the measurements
interfered the least possible with measurements performed on the CoCoMeL
by others.
The rotor is blocked with a strong steel bar that is connected to the
ground. This ensures the speed of the rotor is zero at all time. During the
measurements there is no sign of backlash, not even when a lot of torque is
applied. On the control panel the torque is set at the desired level. This level
is verified on the torque meter. After the machine has reached a new thermal
equilibrium the rotor time constant can be read from a scope. Whether this
equilibrium is reached can also be seen on a scope. Fig 5.1 demonstrates
this. This snapshot of an oscilloscope is taken after about 20 minutes after
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Figure 5.1: Calculated error quantity, ~,and its sources; 'IjJ~Ms and N S •
the desired torque was set to 52 Nm. This is the maximum torque value
before the overcurrent protection sets-off. The two variables, 'ljJkMs and N S ,
on which basis the error quantity, ~, is computed, have not changed for some
minutes which indicates that the thermal equilibrium is reached. They are
also approximately the same and thus the error quantity is zero. This also
means that the estimation of the rotor time constant is completed
I
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Rotor variables estimation

The most important measurement to prove the estimation algorithm works,
is done by measuring the estimated rotor time constant as a function of the
torque produced by the machine. This measurement is done 3 times and
the results are displayed in Fig 5.2. Every measurement of each series is
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Figure 5.2: Development of the estimated rotor time constant, Tk, versus
the torque produced by the machine, mel.
taken after stabilization of the different error variables (N S and 'IjJ~MS) and
the estimated rotor time constant (h). This takes some time per measurement. First of all because the machine temperature has to stabilize, and
secondly because the estimation algorithm is slow due to the filtering. The
measurements form a consistent series while the variations are small, with
a maximum of about 10 percent deflection.

With a constant air-gap inductance, z' , it is possible to calculate the rotor
resistance according to the relation of eq. (2.30). Fig 5.2 then converts into
Fig 5.3. In this figure the three series of measured points of the rotor time
constant are taken together, converted and displayed as one series. On the
basis of this series a second order polynomial interpolation is made. This
approaches most closely the different measured points. The initial rotor
resistance value appears to be slightly different from the one used in the
simulations (0.020 0 against 0.018 D). This could mean either the resistance
is different or the inductance, z', has another value as the one used. The
initial value of the rotor resistance increases more than 250 % when the
machine is used with full torque.
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5.4

Sensitivity

That it makes a difference if the rotor time constant is estimated correctly
is shown in Fig 5.4. For this measurement the desired torque is set to 25
Nm on the control panel and the estimated rotor time constant is varied.
The rotor is still in blocked position.
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Figure 5.4: Line currents for different rotor time constants with a desired
torque of 25 Nm: (left) Tk = 0.569, (middle) Tk = 0.707, (right) Tk = 0.277
The figure most on the left has the correctly estimated time constant
(Tk = 0.569). The torque produced by the machine is 25 Nm and the line
current has a peak value of about 39 A. In the second figure (in the middle)
the time constant is 0.707, this is the value of Tk when the machine is in its
initial state, at a low temperature. The adjustment of the desired torque
and flux: on the control panel are not changed with respect to the previous
measurement and therefore the desired currents to the machine do neither
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(See eq. (2.28) and (2.29)). The line current frequency decreases while the
estimated rotor resistance is lower then the machines real rotor resistance
(see Fig 3.4). The torque produced by the machine decreases with 10 %. to
22.5 Nm.
If the estimated rotor time constant is taken its minimum value (Tk =
0.277, figure most right), the line current frequency increases and the torque
decreases also about 10 % to 22.4 Nm. This is the so called worse case. This
value of the rotor time constant is the value it has when the machine has
been working during some time with maximum load. The machine is heated
up so the rotor resistance has its maximum value and thus the rotor time
constant is at its minimum value. If the constant is adjusted to this value the
machine will work fine when much torque is needed and no will happen when
less torque is needed. This is the safest value if no estimation algorithm is
applied.
In both cases when the machine's rotor time constant is not equal to
the estimated constant and the control is not optimal anymore. The slip
frequency is not correctly estimated and the field-oriented control can not
be correct anymore. The machine can not produce its maximum torque.
This measurement was performed with a torque of 25 Nm and the decrease in performance is already some 10 %. From Fig 5.3 can be read that
the rotor resistance will increase relatively faster if more torque is demanded.
Then the performance decreases even more if the estimation is used from
the cold machine. The other way round the performance will also decrease
further than 10 % when the rotor resistance estimation for full torque is used
with an unloaded machine. In short, it is inevitable to use rotor resistance
estimation if an induction machine is used with a varying load.

Chapter 6

Conclusions and
recommendations
Estimating the rotor resistance correctly is an important condition for the
high performance control of induction machines. Many control methods
have been developed but specially for the case of zero speed there has not
been an adequate solution. The algorithm that was simulated and tested
in this report does solve this problem. Moreover the algorithm does not
require very complicated calculations and can therefore be implemented by
means of low cost digital signal processors.
The simulations show that the algorithm works perfectly at full speed.
The performance of the induction machine improves a lot, both at standstill
(blocked rotor) as with nominal speed. If the machine's rotor is blocked
when delivering torque the estimation process is slower as when the machine
rotates but the algorithm still works correctly. In this case, if full torque is
needed from a cold machine at standstill, the maximum value of the rotor
resistance should be taken as initial estimation. That way saturation of the
machine can be avoided
Measurements confirm the working of the algorithm with a blocked rotor. The estimation of the rotor time constant converges to a certain new
value depending on the applied torque and the temperature of the machine.
Different measurement series show a persistent result. The estimation of
the rotor time constant can be converted to a rotor resistance estimation.
When the new value of the resistance is used in the control of the machine
it is both more efficient as more accurate.

Recommandations
The performance of the presented rotor resistance estimation algorithm
can be further improved. The estimation now takes more time than expected. This does not cause any problems while the rotor resistance too
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takes more time to change than was simulated. But when the torque changes
very rapidly it might be necessary to make the filtering and estimating routines faster. If the DSP runs into its time limits in this case, it may be better
to built a completely new program where the possibilities of the DSP are
used in a more efficient way. Furthermore the algorithm should be tested
with a load or drive connected to the shaft. Then different speeds can be
tested with both positive and negative torque.
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Appendix A Machine
parameters
Symbol
p
Pnom

ir
f

T

k

Ts

z'
z'a
P nom
V;wm
I nom

Number
2
3000
100
0.018
0.14
1.429
0.294
19
400
45

Unit
rpm
Hz

n
n
mH
mH
kW
V
A

Description
Number of pole pairs
Nominal machine speed
Rated frequency
Rotor resistance
Stator resistance
Main air-gap inductance
Leakage inductance
Nominal machine power
Nominal voltage
Nominal current

Variables in the Per Unit (PU) bases used in the simulations:
symbol
V
I
T

1 PU equals
400
45
1
1
62.5
0.4

Unit
V
A

n
mH
Nm
Wb

Description
Voltage
Current
Resistance
Inductance
Torque
Flux
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.1

Matlab simulations

This section of the appendix contains the code for Matlab as it was used for
the simulation of the machine with on-line rotor resistance adaption.
Main file:

Paper3.m
% paper3.m

CoCoMeL simulation program

% paper.m is the control of an ai-motor according to the paper of Duarte,
% Nillisen, Del Pizzo and Pasquariello Tiltled:
% "An effective flux observer for induction machines with online adaption
% of resistance parameters"
clear;

%dt=0.062833
%dt=O.Ol
dt=0.2
st=100

%time step (= 100 micro-seconds)
%better precision
%to speed up simulations
%simulation time per unit (PUS), real time = st*dt

%initial conditions*****************************************************
[param , states, inputstates, oldinputstates, ...
factor, diffstates, estim, tau, x_old, K, fluxstatesJ= initial;
twopi=param(7);
t=O;
count=l ;
T= [J ;

% counter for the plot matrices
% time matrix
39
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%plot matrices
M_el=[];
D_rho_s=[];
Psi_k_pr=[]; Psi_k=[]; PSi_k_est=[];
%I_s_psikl=[];
%I_s_psik2=[];
U_s_sl=[]; U_s_s2=[];
PsiMs=[]; Ns=[]; W_s=[]; M_s=[];
Tau_est=[]; Tau_des=[]; Tau_nom=[]; Tau_real=[];
R_real=[]; R_est=[];
% desired flux and electrical torque ***********************
psi_k_pr_des=l ;
m_el_des=l
res=O;
% switch for rotor resistance change
loop=l;
while loop>O
'modify values, return or dbquit'
keyboard
% debugging control point
dt_inv=l/dt;
tau(7)=param(2)/param(1);

% inverse of time step
% real rotor time constant

for i=l:(st/dt),
input(l)=m_el_des;
input (2)=psi_k_pr_des;
%torque and flux control
*******************************
[inputstates, i_s_psik]=contro152b(estim, input, states, inputstates:
phi_k_r_est=states(5);
rho_s=states(6);
phi_k_s_est=rho_s+phi_k_r_est;
i_s_s_des=VR(i_s_psik, phi_k_s_est);
i_s_s=i_s_s_des;

% ideal current sourc

% motor model ******************************************************,
[inputstates, diffstates, u_s_s, export]=",
aimotor(param, states, inputstates, i_s_s, diffstates, dt_inv);
psi_k_pr=states(l);
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% Flux observer, calculation of M_s and N_s****************************
[m_s, diffstates,D_i_s_s]= ...
m_measured(u_s_s, i_s_s, estim, diffstates, dt_inv);
[n_s, psi_k_pr_est, fluxstates, tau, w_s]= ...
n_calc(estim, fluxstates, tau, i_s_s, rho_s, dt_inv);
psims=psi_k_pr_est*m_s;
% estimation of the rotor time constant and rotor resistance *********
[tau, x_qld]=res_est(m_s, n_s, psi_k_pr_est, tau, x_old, K);
estim(l)= estim(2)/tau(3); %r_k_pr_est=estim(l), 1_pr_est=estim(2);
% integration and update of integration-states ***********************
nextstates=intstates(states, inputstates, oldinputstates, dt, factor);
states=nextstates;
oldinputstates=inputstates;
T(count)=t;
M_el(count)=export(l);
M_v(count)=export(2);
D_rho_s(count)=export(3);
I_s_psikl(count)=export(5); I_s_psik2(count)=export(6);
PsiMs(count)=psims;
Psi_k(count)=psi_k_pr;
Tau_est(count)=tau(3);
Tau_nom(count)=tau(2);
R_real(count)=param(l);
t=t+dt;
count=count+l ;

Ns(count)=n_s;
Psi_k_est(count)=psi_k_pr_est;
Tau_des(count)=tau(4);
Tau_real(count)=tau(7);
R_est(count)=estim(l);

if res>O
% rotor resistance change
if param(1)<0.03
param(l)=param(l)*(l+ 0.5*t_ref*dt);
else
param(1) =0.03;
end Xif
end %if
tau(7)=param(2)/param(1);
end;

%for
% real time

clf;

% real rotor time constant
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figure (1) ;
subplot(1,3,1)
hold on;
plot(Tsec,R_real,'-k');
plot(Tsec,R_est,'-.k'),title ('rotor resistance');
xlabel('time(s)');
legend('real' ,'estimated');
grid;
sUbplot(1,3,2)
hold on;
plot(Tsec,Psi_k, '-k');
plot(Tsec,Psi_k_est,'-.k'),title ('flux');
xlabel('time(s)');
legend('real' ,'estimated');
grid;
subplot(1,3,3)
plot(Tsec,M_el,'k'), title('torque');
grid;
hold off;
end %while
Called functions:

ain10tor.m
function [inputstates, diffstates, u_s_s, export]= ...
aimotor(param, states, inputstates, input, diffstates, dt_inv)
% AIMOTOR Model of the induction motor according to Vandenput & Blaschke
%*******************************************
% This is a simple model of a current fed induction machine
% inputs: two stator currents
i_s_s=input;
%constants
r_k_pr=param(l);
1_pr=param(2);
sigma_pr=param(3);
m_last=param(4);
Gamma=param(5) ;
Theta=param(6) ;
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twopi=param(7) ;
r_s=param(8);
% integration states***************
psi_k_pr=states(l);
D_rho_s=states(2);
phi_k_s=states(3);
% differentiation oldstates***********
i_s_psik_old=diffstates;
% motor model ***************************************
%vector rotation of input currents to flux reference axis
[i_s_psikJ=VR(i_s_s, -phi_k_s);
%flux part
D_phi_k_r=(i_s_psik(2)*r_k_pr)/psi_k_pr;
D_psik_pr=(i_s_psik(l)-(psi_k_pr/l_pr))*r_k_pr;
psi_s_psikl=i_s_psik(l)*sigma_pr+psi_k_pr;
psi_s_psik2=i_s_psik(2)*sigma_pr;
[psi_s, gamma_psis_psikJ=capo(psi_s_psikl,psi_s_psik2);
%torque part******************************************
m_el=i_s_psik(2)*psi_k_pr;
m_v= m_el-(m_last+Gamma*D_rho_s);
%rotor speed/position
D_phi_k_s=D_rho_s+D_phi_k_r; % speed with respect to statorframe
% stator voltage calculation **************************
D_i_psikl=differentiate(i_s_psik(l) ,i_s_psik_old(l) ,dt _inv);
D_i_psik2=differentiate(i_s_psik(2) ,i_s_psik_old(2) ,dt _inv);
u_s_psik(l)=D_psik_pr+ ...
(i_s_psik(l)*r_s)+ ...
(D_i_psikl*sigma_pr*l_pr)- ...
(i_s_psik(2)*sigma_pr*1_pr)*D_phi_k_s;
u_s_psik(2)=(i_s_psik(2)*r_s)+ ...
(D_i_psik2*sigma_pr*1_pr)+ ...
(i_s_psik(l)*sigma_pr*l_pr+psi_k_pr)*D_phi_k_s;
u_s_s=VR(u_s_psik,phi_k_s);
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%******************************************************************
%update and export section
inputstates(l)=D_psik_pr;
inputstates(2)=m_v;
inputstates(3)=D_phi_k_s;
inputstates(6)=states(2);
% change actual input for differentiater to old
diffstates(l)=i_s_psik(l);
diffstates(2)=i_s_psik(2);
%variables to be displayed
export (1) =m_el;
export (2)=m_v;
export (3)=D_rho_s;
export (4)=psi_k_pr;
export(5)=i_s_psik(1);
export(6)=i_s_psik(2);
export(7)=u_s_s(1);
export(8)=u_s_s(2);

Capo.m
function [length, angle] =capo(x,y)
%CAPO carthesian-polair transformation
%*************************************
% [length, angle] =capo(x,y)
%
% carthesian-polair transformation
% (x,y)->(lenght,angle)
%
%************************************
length =sqrt(x*x+y*y);
angle =atan2(y,x);

Contro152b.m
function [inputstates, output]=contro152b(estim, input, states, inputsta1
% CONTROL52B [inputstates, diffstates, output]= ...
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contro151bCestim, input, states, inputstates, diffstates, dt)
% ******************************************************************
% simple foc of the ai-machine model cage flux orientated
inputs: desired electrical couple and desired flux
%
output: desired currents in s-x reference
%
%
% ******************************************************************
% used estimated parameters ***********
r_k_pr_est=estimCl);
1_pr_est=estim(2);
% input values ************************
m_el_des=inputCl);
psi_k_pr_des=input(2);
% integration *************************
phi_k_r_est=states(5);
% start procedure *********************
i_s_psik2_des=m_el_des/psi_k_pr_des;
i_s_psikl_des=psi_k_pr_des/l_pr_est;

%update and export section*************
inputstates(5)=D_phi_k_r_est;
outputCl)=i_s_psikl_des;
output(2)=i_s_psik2_des;

differentate.m
function output=differentiateCinput,oldinput, inv_timestep)
% DIFFERENTIATE output=differentiateCinput, oldinput, timestep)
% ***************************************************

%
% Differentiation of the input
% output=Cinput-oldinput)/timestep

%
output=Cinput-oldinput)* inv_timestep;
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initial.m
function [param, states, inputstates, oldinputstates, factor, ...
diffstates, estim, tau, x_old, K, fluxstatesJ= initial
% initial Initialisation of all relevant parameters
% ****************************************************
% [param, states, inputstates, oldinputstates, factor, diffstates, ...
%
estim, tau, x_old, K, fluxstatesJ= initial
%
% initial.m initialises the values used in the different control schemes
% for control of the ai-motor
% machine and load parameters
%r_k_pr
param(l) =0.018;
param(2)=1.429;
%l_pr
param(3)=0.103;
%sigma_pr
param(4)=0.05000;
1'.m_Ioad
param(5)=0.900;
%Gamma
param(6)=0.020;
%Theta
param(7)=6.28318;
%two pi
%r_s
param(8) =0. 140;

=rotor resistance
=main inductance
=leakage factor
=load torque
=friction coefficient
=inertia

%estimated machine parameters for control scheme *********************
%r_k_pr_est
estim(l)=0.018;
estim(2)=1.429;
%1_pr 3 st
% statorflux orientation:
% estim(3)=0.09338;
%sigma_ksi = sigma_pr_est/(l+sigma_pr_est) sigma_
estim(4)=14.821;
%K=sigma_ksi*l_pr_est/r_k_pr_est
% cage flux orientation
estim(3)=0;
estim(5)=0.29427;
%1_sigma_pr=sigma_pr_est(=0.103)*I_pr_est(=2.857)
%initial integration states, backstates, factors
states(l)=l;
%psi_k_pr
states(2)=0;
%D_rho_s
states(3)=0;
%phi_k_s
states(4)=0;
%i_c_est
states(5)=0;
%phi_x_r_est
states(6)=0;
%rho_s
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inputstates(l)=O;
inputstates(2)=0;
inputstates(3)=0;
inputstates(4)=0;
inputstates(5)=0;
inputstates(6)=0;

%D_psik_pr
%m_v
%D_phi_k_s
%D_i_c_est
%D_phi_x_r_est
%D_rho_s

oldinputstates(l)=O;
oldinputstates(2)=0;
oldinputstates(3)=0;
oldinputstates(4)=0;
oldinputstates(5)=0;
oldinputstates(6)=states(2);

%D_psik_pr_old
%m_v_old
%D_phi_k_s_old
%D_i_c_est_old
%D_phi_x_r_est_old
%D_rho_s_old

factor(1)=l ;
factor(2)=1/param(6);
factor(3)=1;
factor(4)=1/estim(4);
factor(5)=1;
factor (6) =1;

%psi_k_pr, D_psik_pr_old
%D_rho_s, m_v_old
%phi_k_s, D_phi_k_s_old
%l/K --> i_c_est, D_i_c_est_old
%phi_x_r_est, D_phi_x_r_est_old
%rho_s, D_rho sold

% old differentiation states
diffstates(1)=0.35;
diffstates(2)=4.9;
diffstates (3) =0;
diffstates(4)=0;
diffstates(5)=0;

%i_s_psik1_old
%i_s_psik2_old
%i_s_psix2_des_old
%i_s_s1_old
%i_s_s2_old

%fluxstates
fluxstates (1) =0;
fluxstates(2)=0;
fluxstates(3)=0;
fluxstates (4) =0;
fluxstates(5)=0;

%psi_k_pr_r1_old
%psi_k_pr_r2_old
%psi_k_pr_s1_old
%psi_k_pr_s2_old
%psi_k_pr_old

% calculation of rotor time constant algorithm
%tau_k_old
tau(1) =158.722;
%tau_k_nom
tau(2)=158.722;
%tau_k_est
tau(3)=158.722;
tau(4)=158.722;
%tau_k_des
tau(5)=20;
%tau_k_min
tau(6)=317.444;
%tau_k_max
%tau_k_real
tau(7)=158.722;

******************
%tau_k=l_pr/r_k_pr
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x_old=O;

% initialisation of x

K(l)=O;
K(2)=O;
K(3)=O;

% K- i
% K_p
% K_c

intstates.m
function nextstates=intstates(states, inputstates, oldinputstates, dt, fc
% intstates integration of states of the ai-motor
%*************************************
% nextstates=intstates(states, inputstates, oldinputstates, timestep, fac

%
% integration x(n+l)=x(n)+h/2*(3*v(n)-v(n-l))
%
x(n+l)= nextstates
%
x(n)= states
%
v(n)= inputstates
%
v(n-l)= oldinputstates
%************************************
%timestep
h=dt;
%--- future states
nextstates = states +(h/2).*(3.*inputstates-oldinputstates)./factor;

% M_measured part of rotor time constant estimation algoritme
% *********************************************
% M_measured calculates M_s from the currents and voltages
% M_s is a mathematical value not a Torque!
1_pr_est=estim(2);
1_sigma_pr_est=estim(5);

%the estimated value of the inductance is us'

D_i_s_s(1)=differentiate(i_s_s(1),diffstates(4), dt_inv);
D_i_s_s(2)=differentiate(i_s_s(2),diffstates(5), dt_inv);
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v_s_s(l)=u_s_s(l)-l_sigma_pr_est*D_i_s_s(l);
v_s_s(2)=u_s_s(2)-1_sigma_pr_est*D_i_s_s(2);

%update of differentiation states
diffstates(4)=i_s_s(1);
diffstates(5)=i_s_s(2);

N_calc.m
function [N_s, psi_k_pr_est, fluxstates, tau, w_sJ= ...
n_calc(estim, fluxstates, tau, i_s_s, rho_s, dt_inv);
% n_calc part of rotor time constant estimation algoritme
% *********************************************
% n_calc calculates N_s
1_pr_est=estim(2);
tau_k_old=tau(i);
psi_k_pr_ri_old=fluxstates(i);
psi_k_pr_r2_old=fluxstates(2);
psi_k_pr_si_old=fluxstates(3);
psi_k_pr_s2_old=fluxstates(4);
pSi_k_pr_old=fluxstates(5);

% begin of routine ****************************************
labda=tau_k_old*dt_inv;
gamma=i/(i+labda);
i_s_r=VR(i_s_s,-rho_s);
psi_k_pr_r(i)=gamma*(labda*psi_k_pr_ri_old+l_pr_est*i_s_r(i));
psi_k_pr_r(2)=gamma*(labda*psi_k_pr_r2_old+l_pr_est*i_s_r(2));
psi_k_pr=sqrt (psi_k_pr_r (1)*psi_k_pr_r(1)+psi_k_pr_r(2 )*psi_k_pr_r(2));

W_s=(-psi_k_pr_s(i) *psi_k_pr_s2_old+psi_k_pr_s(2) *psi_k_pr_si_old)*dt_inv;
W_r=(-psi_k_pr_r(1)*psi_k_pr_r2_old+psi_k_pr_r(2)*psi_k_pr_ri_old)*dt_inv;
G_k= (psi_k_pr-psi_k_pr_old) *dt_inv;
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% export and update of states **************************************
pSi_k_pr_est=psi_k_pr; % flux calculated in this function is the estimat
tau(1)=tau(3);
% change the old time constant to new
fluxstates(l)=psi_k_pr_r(l);
fluxstates(2)=psi_k_pr_r(2);
fluxstates(3)=psi_k_pr_s(1);
fluxstates(4)=psi_k_pr_s(2);
fluxstates(5)=psi_k_pr;

poca.m
function [x,y] =poca(length,angle)
% poca [x,y] =poca(lenght , angle)
%*****************************************
% poca(lenght,angle,x,y);

%
% polair-carthesian transformation
% (lenght,angle) -> (x,y)
%*****************************************
x=length*cos(angle);
y=length*sin(angle);

% res_est(m_s, n_s, phi_k_pr_est, tau, x_old, K)
%*******************************************
% rotor resistance estimation algorithm
tau_k_nom=tau(2);
tau_k_est=tau(3);
tau~k_des=tau{4);

tau_k_min=tau(5);
tau_k_max=tau(6);
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K_p=K(2);
K_c=K(3);

% error between basic algorithm variables
% estimated new rotor time constant; tau
if tau_k_des>tau_k_max
tau_k_est=tau_k_max;
elseif tau_k_des<tau_k_min
tau_k_est=tau_k_min;
else tau_k_est=tau_k_des;
end %if
xi_des=tau_k_des-tau_k_est;
x_old=x_old+K_i*xi+K_c*xi_des;

% limit tau within meaningfull boundries

% error if boundry is reached

tau(3)=tau_k_est;
tau(4)=tau_k_des;

VR.m
function y = VR(x, angle)
% VR = vector rotator
%***************************************
% [yJ = VR(x, angle)
%
% Vector rotator
%
rotates matrix(x1,x2) over (angle)
%
result is matrix(y1,y2)
%***************************************
y(1)
y(2)

x(1)*cos(angle)-x(2)*sin(angle);
x(1)*sin(angle)+x(2)*cos(angle);
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DSP C-code

This section contains the C code of the program used to control the Induction
Machine.

Main program:
/* main.c */
/* Time-stamp: <2000-09-18 14:05:30 cocomel> */
/* Including the headers of all the other files/packages */
#include <math.h>
#include "define.h"
#include "isr-variables.c',
#include "init.c"
#include "diff.c"
#include "integrator.c',
#include "isr.c"
maine)
{

initO;

while (1)
{

asm('
asm('
asm('
asm('
asm('

,
,
,
,
,

nap'
nop'
nop'
nap'
nop'

');
');
');
') ;
');

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Wait
Wait
Wait
Wait
Wait

for
for
for
for
for

ISR
ISR
ISR
ISR
ISR

to
to
to
to
to

start*/
start*/
start*/
start*/
start*/

}
}

/* end main. c */

Included files:
ISR.C:
/* isr.c */
/* Time-stamp: <19-9-2000 Bart Buizer> */

/************************************************************************
/*
INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE:
/*

.2. DSP C-CODE

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
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*1
This part actually contains the programm to control the machine
*1
The DSP generates every 100us (depending on the installed sample time)
*1
towards the AD IDA card IO_bl. After aquisition has been done, this card
*1
generates an interrupt external interrupt 1, which will start this routine.*1
In this way a fixed sampling frequency, and a guaranteed data aquisition
*1
has been established.
*1

1******************************

General functions

**********************1

1* current probe factor

= 10 *1
#define AtoF_current(x) «(float)«(x) & OxOFFF) - 2048))*4.8828125E-2)

1*-100A -- 100 A*I
1* voltage probe factor

= 100 *1
#define AtoF_voltage(x) «(float)«(x) & OxOFFF) - 2048))*4.8828125E-l)

1*-1000V -- 1000V*1
#define AtoF_flux(x) «(float)«x) & OxOFFF))*4.8828125E-4)
1* 0 -- 2*1
#define AtoF_torque(x) «(float)«x) & OxOFFF) - 2048)*2.4414063E-2)
1* -50 -- 50*1
#define AtoF_K(x) «(float)«x) & OxOFFF))*2.4414063E-4)
1* 0 -- 1*1

1******************************************************************************1
void c_intOl(void)
{

1********************
asm("
asm("
asm("

Disable all interupts

1* Clear GIE bit, disable interupts (page 3-6)*1
1* Disable internal interrupts (page 3-10)*1
1* Disable interrupt 1 (page 3-12) *1

LDI OOOOh,ST");
LDI OOOOh,IIE");
LDI Oh,IIF");

1********************

****************1

Reading form external boards

*LOCINIT = Ox3ef78530;

***************1

1* 5 Waitstates op local bus *1

1* Setting an output high to test the execution time of the programme. *1
1* Setting the ouput port 8 high to signal start of
ISR. *1
1********************

Reading analogue inputs

1**** Analogue board #1 ****1

****************1
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1* desired torque value *1
1* desired flux level *1

anal_in_l=*(Io_bl);
anal_in_2=*(Io_bl+l);
II anal_in_3=*(Io_bl+2);
anal_in_4=*(Io_bl+3);
II anal_in_5=*(Io_bl+4);
II anal_in_6=*(Io_bl+5);
II anal_in_7=*(Io_bl+6);
II anal_in_8=*(Io_bl+7);

1* desired K factor (0 -- 2)*1

1**** Analogue board #2 ****1
1*
1*
1*
1*

anal_in_9=*(Io_b7);
anal_in_l0=*(Io_b7+1);
anal_in_ll=*(Io_b7+2);
anal_in_12=*(Io_b7+3);
II anal_in_13=*(Io_b7+4);
II anal_in_14=*(Io_b7+5);
II anal_in_15=*(Io_b7+6);
II anal_in_16=*(Io_b7+7);

1********************

I_s_sa
I_s_sb
U_s_bc
U_s_ab

*1
*1
*1
*1

Reading digital inputs

****************1

dig_in_l=*(Io_b2);
dig_in_2=*(Io_b2+1);

1* read control board switches *1
1* read rotor position *1

*LoCINIT = Ox3b3geOfO;

1* 0 Waitstates op local bus *1

1******************** Finished reading from external boards

**********,

digi8in= (dig_in_l) & Oxff;

1* making digi8in the value from the control

1

1***************************************************** ******************,
1*
WATCHDOG AND READING BCD SWITCH
1* The control pannel has some protection hardware in it
1* If the DSP crashes, the inverter has to be switched off.
1* To watch wether the DSP is still running, every cycle a ouput bit tow,
1* the control pannel is toggled. In this case it is bit 6 (nr 64) of 10.
1*
1* Depending on this bit to be high or low, the state of the switches or
1* the BCD thumwheel can be read from the control pannel. In this way yo'
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/* read during one cycle the state of the switches, and during the other
*/
/* cycle, you can read the number of the thumwheel switch.
/*
/* Only three bits - 0 to 7.
*/
/******************************************************************************/

if
{

(debits == 0)
thumbwheel
debits

/* Thumbwheel data in digi8in */
digi8in&Ox07;

/* thumbwheel is the condition of the control
board thumbwheel */
/* toggling the watchdog bit: bit 6
1 (i.e. the
seventh bit). */

64;

}

else

/* Switch data in digi8in */

{

switches
debits

digi8in&Ox07;
0;

/* switches is the condition of the control
board switches */
/* toggling the watchdog bit */

}

out 5

/* Digital output - Now this is missleading! */

debits+L3+L4*128;

/* Transformation of input signals *************/
I_sa = AtoF_current(anal_in_9);
I_sb = AtoF_current(anal_in_10);
I_s_s1
1.2247448*I_sa;
I s s2
0.70710678*1 sa+ 1.4142135*I_sb;

U_s_ab=AtoF_voltage(anal_in_12);
U_s_bc=AtoF_voltage(anal_in_11);
0.81649658*(U_s_ab+0.70710678*U_s_bc);
0.70710678*U_s_bc;
/**********************
m_el_des
psi_k_des

1M Control Done Here

AtoF_torque(anal_in_1);
AtoF_flux(anal_in_2);

*************************/

/* desired torque*/
/*desired flux level*/
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rho_s=4*pi/4096*(float)«dig_in_2) & OxFFF);
/* Rotor position - 4096 pulses per revolution
i f (rho_s>2*pi)
/* in radians electrical (4 pole machine) */
rho_s -= 2*pi;
/* range limiting */

/******************* Speed control
**********************************~
/*Calculating the rotor speed and using that to determine the value of 1_
/* rho_s_P is the rotor speed. Only use
function once per ISR execution! */
/*

rho_s_P = diff2(rho_s);
rho_s_P =0;

/****
Overspeed protection
/* if (rho_s_P > max_speed)

/* rotor speed, simple differentiator*/
/* rotor blocked*/
This must go JUST before the FOC
not used if rotor is blocked

{

I_s_w_des = 0.0;
L3
1;
L4 = 0;
}

else if (rho_s_P < -max_speed)
{

I_s_w_des = 0.0;
L3
0;
L4 = 1;
}

else
{

L3
L4

0;

O·,

}

/***** estimation algorithm direct in isr.c ***/
cos (rho_s),
sin(rho_s);
/* N s estimation part ****************************/
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dt_inv=1/dt;
labda=tau_k_est*dt_inv;
gamma=1/(1+labda);
I_s_s1*cos_rho+I_s_s2*sin_rho;
-I_s_s1*sin_rho+I_s_s2*cos_rho;
pSi_k_r1=gamma*(labda*psi_k_r1+l_k*i_s_r1);
pSi_k_r2=gamma*(labda*psi_k_r2+l_k*i_s_r2);
pSi_k=sqrt(psi_k_r1*psi_k_r1+psi_k_r2*psi_k_r2);
pSi_k_s1=psi_k_r1*cos_rho-psi_k_r2*sin_rho;
psi_k_s2=psi_k_r1*sin_rho+psi_k_r2*cos_rho;
W_s=(-psi_k_s1*psi_k_s2_old+psi_k_s2*psi_k_s1_old)*dt_inv;
W_r=(-psi_k_r1*psi_k_r2_old+psi_k_r2*psi_k_r1_old)*dt_inv;
G_k=(psi_k-psi_k_old)*dt_inv;

/* filter N_s*/
Xi_Ns=(N_s-N_s2)/tau_Ns;
N_s2=N_s2+dt*Xi_Ns;
/* M_s caculation part *****************************/
v_s_s1=U_s_s1-l_sigma_k*dt_inv*(I_s_s1-i_s_s1_old);
v_s_s2=U_s_s2-l_sigma_k*dt_inv*(I_s_s2-i_s_s2_old);

/* 1st order filter*/
Xi_Ms=(M_s-M_s2)/tau_Ms;
M_s2=M_s2+dt*Xi_Ms;

/* rotor time constant estimation part ***********************/
* error between basic algorithm variables */
AtoF_K (anal_in_4) *tau_k_nom;
/* rotor time constant*/
tau_k_nom; /* rotor time constant*/
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1* if Ctau_k_des>tau_k_max)
1*
{tau_k_est=tau_k_max;}
1*
else if Ctau_k_des<tau_k_min)
1*
{tau_k_est=tau_k_min;}
1* else {tau_k_est=tau_k_des;}
1*

tau_k_des=tau_k_est;
tau_k_est=tau_k_des;

1* limit tau within meaningfull be
1* LED 3/4 turned on if limited */

1* limiter or this line*1

1* Xi_des = tau_k_des-tau_k_est;
1* if limiter is used *1
X_cor = X_cor+K_i*Xi 1*+K_c*Xi_des*l;
1* update of old states *1
i_s_sl_o1d=I_s_sl;
i_s_s2_o1d=I_s_s2;
psi_k_sl_o1d=psi_k_sl;
psi_k_s2_o1d=psi_k_s2;
psi_k_rl_o1d=psi_k_rl;
psi_k_r2_o1d=psi_k_r2;
tau_k_old=tau_k_est;
psi_k_old=psi_k;

1*** end of estimation algorithm ******1
1* use estimation algorithm *1
1*******************

Foe

****************************1
I*test if beter*1

angle_integratorCphi_r_P_est, phi_r_est);
1* Estimate of flux angle wrt

I

1* Estimate of flux angle wrt st
cos_phi = cosCphi_s_est);
sin_phi = sinCphi_s_est);
I s s2 des
I_s_w_des*cos_phi-I_s_b_des*sin_phi;
I s sl_des = I_s_w_des*sin_phi+I_s_b_des*cos_phi;

1* VR over phi_s_est*1
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1* Two phase to three phase transformation. *1
1* Desired currents *1
I sa_des
I sb des
I sc_des

I_s_s1_des;
-0.5 * I_s_s1_des + 0.8660254 * I_s_s2_des;
-0.5 * I_s_s1_des - 0.8660252 * I_s_s2_des;

1* limit the output variables *1
out_var1= Xi;
out_var2= psi_k*M_s2;
out_var3= N_s2;

if (out_var1>9.8 Ilout_var1<-9.8)
{L3
1;}
else {L3 = OJ}

1* show if outputs stay within meaningfull
boundaries *1
1* LED 3/4 turned on if limited *1

if (out_var2>9.8 I I out_var2<-9.8)
{L4
1;}
else {L4 = OJ}

1**************************

***************1

Write to output variables

anal_out_1
«int)(20.48*I_sa_des) + 2048) & OxFFF;
anal out 2
«int)(20.48*I_sb_des) + 2048) & OxFFF;
anal out 3
«int)(20.48*I_sc_des) + 2048) & OxFFF;
1* anal_out_4 = «int)(20480*r_k) + 2048) & OxFFF;
anal_out_4
«int)(204.8*tau_k_est) + 2048) & OxFFF;
anal_out_5 = «int)(204.8*psi_k) + 2048) & OxFFF;

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

I_sa_des *1
I sb_des *1
I_sc_des *1
100* Rr est*1
estimated tau*1
flux*1

anal_out_6= «int)(204.8*out_var1) + 2048) & OxFFF;
anal_out_11= «int)(204.8*out_var2) + 2048) & OxFFF;
anal_out_12= «int)(204.8*out_var3) + 2048) & OxFFF;

1* output variables *1
1* idem *1
1* idem *1

1* anal_out_6= «int)(20.48*I_s_w_des) + 2048) & OxFFF; 1* des cur. torque*1
1* anal_out_11= «int)(20.48*I_s_b_des) + 2048) & OxFFF; 1* des cur. flux*1
1* anal_out_6= «int)(204.8*Xi) + 2048) & OxFFF;
1* anal out 6= «int)(204.8*M_s2) + 2048) & OxFFF;

1* error in est algo*1
1* error in est algo*1
1* measured flux*1
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1********************

Writing to external boards

***************

1* 5 Waitstates op local bus *1

*LOCINIT = Ox3ef78530j

1********************

Writing digital outputs

***************

1********************

Writing analogue outputs

***************

1* AID Board 1 *1
*(IO_b1)=anal_out_1j
*(IO_b1+1)=anal_out_2j
* (IO_b1+2)=anal_out_3j
* (IO_b1+3)=anal_out_4j
*(IO_b1+4)=anal_out_5j
* (IO_b1+5)=anal_out_6j
II *(IO_b1+6)=anal_out_7j
II * (IO_b1+7)=anal_out_8j

1* AID Board 2 *1 1* Note - only 4 outputs. *1
II
II

*(IO_b7)=anal_out_9j
*(IO_b7+1)=anal_out_10j
*(IO_b7+2)=anal_out_11j
*(IO_b7+3)=anal_out_12j

1* Setting a an output low to test the execution time of the programme.
1* Setting the ouput port 8 low to signal end of
**************~

1********************

Finished writing

*LOCINIT = Ox3b3geOfOj

1* 0 Waitstates op local bus *1

1********************
asm("

LDI 9h,IIF")j

Enable all interupts

****************1

1* Enable interrupt 1 (page 3-12) *1
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asm("

or 2000h,ST");

/* Enable GIE bit */

/* end isr.c */

Isr-variables.c:
/* isr-variables.c */
/* Time-stamp: <2000-04-18 14:28:39 cocomel> */
/* declaration and initialisation of the
variables used in the ISR*/
/* External Variables: */
double dt,
dt_inv;

/* delta t */ /* should be external. */
/* inverse from dt */

/* Nearly all variables use in this isr are local variables */
double sample
1000,
pi = 3.14159;

/* fsample

/* static bit watchdog
static int debits = 0,
thumbwheel = 0;

0;

static int time = 0;
static int switches

10 kHz

/* Watchdog bit */
/* Geheugen voor outputbits */
/* The thumbwheel data */

/* Time in lE-4 seconds */
0,

/* switches is the condition
of the control board switches */

teller = 0,
tijd = 0;
/* different variables used in routines ********/
static double
/* Machine variables */
tau_k_est = 1.58722,

/* Resistance of rotor / inductance of rotor */
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tau_k_nom
1.58722,
tau_k_max
5,
tau_k_min
0.2,
tau_k_des =1.5,
l_k = 0.02857,
l_sigma_k = 0.0029427,
r_k,

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

nominal rotor time constant*/
max time constant*/
min time constant*/
time constant before limiting*/
rotor main inductance */
leakage inductance */
rotor resistance

/* All currents in amps, angles in radians (elec),
rotational speeds in rad/sec (elec) */
eps_s_s_des = 0,
eps_s_s = 0,
eps_s_psi_des
0,
eps_s_psi = 0,

/* Desired angle of stator current wrt stator
/* Measured angle of stator current wrt stato
/* Desired angle of stator current wrt flux *
/*Estimated/Measured angle of stator current wrt f

/* phi is always angle of the flux. i.e. phi_r = phi_psi_r */
phi_r_P_est= 0,
/* Estimated rotational speed of flux wrt rot
phi_r_est
0,
/* Estimated angle of flux wrt rotor */
phi_s_est
0,
/* Estimated angle of flux wrt stator */
/* rho is always angle of the rotor i.e. rho_s = rho_r_s */
rho_s = 0,
/* rotor position wrt stator */
rho_s_P = 0,
/* rotor speed wrt stator */
rho_s_P_des = 0,
/* desired rotor speed wrt stator */

l_s_des = 0,
/* l_s = 0,
1 s b des
0,
l_s_w_des = 0,
l_s_b = 0,
l_s_w = 0,
l_s_sl_des
0,
1 s s2_des
0,
1 s sl = 0.0,
1 s s2 = 0.0,
1 sa_des
0.0,
l_sb_des = 0.0,
l_sc_des = 0.0,
1 sa
0.0,
1 sb
0.0,
l_sc
0.0,

/* Desired Stator current magnitude */
/* Measured Stator current magnitude */
/* Desired magnetising stator current */
/* Desired working stator current */
/* Measured magnet ising stator current */
/* Measured working stator current */
/* Desired stator current wrt stator #1 axis
/* Desired stator current wrt stator #2 axis
/* Measured stator current wrt stator #1 axi~
/* Measured stator current wrt stator #2 axif
/* Desired phase a stator current */
/* Desired phase b stator current */
/* Desired phase c stator current */
/* Measured phase a stator current */
/* Measured phase b stator current */
/* Measured phase c stator current */
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U_s_ab,
U_s_bc,
U_s_s1,
U_s_s2,

/*
/*
/*
/*

m_el_des,
psi_k_des,

/* desired torque*/
/* desired flux level*/

Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured

voltage
voltage
voltage
voltage

phase a-b
phase b-c
in stator
in stator

*/
*/
axis 1 */
axis 2 */

cos_phi,
sin_phi,
/* differentiator **********************************/
diff_old,
old;
/* different variables used in estimation algo*/
static double
cos_rho,
sin_rho,
labda,
gamma,
i_s_r1,
i_s_r2,
psi_k,
psi_k_s1,
psi_k_s2,
W_s,
W_r,
G_k,
N_s,
N_s2,
M_s,
M_s2=5,
Xi_Ms,
Xi_Ns,
tau_Ms=60,
/* Ms filter time constant*/
tau_Ns=10,
/* Ns filter time constant*/
/* flux variables */
psi_k_r1 = 0.0, •
psi_k_r2 = 0.0,
psi_k_s1_old,
psi_k_s2_old,
psi_k_rLold,

/*rotor flux #1 axis*/
/*rotor flux #2 axis*/
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psLk_r2_old,
psi_k_old,
i_s_sl_old,
i_s_s2_old,
v_s_sl,
v_s_s2,
tau_k_old,
Xi,
Xi2,
X_cor=O,
Xi_des=O,
out_varl,
out_var2,
out_var3,

1*

II

K=20,
K_p=O,
K_i=0.005,
K_c=0.3;
K_c=-2.2;

1* general K value for control via control panel*1
1* Proportional constant *1
1* integral constant *1
1* time constant limiter correction factor*1

1* K_p=0.5,
K_i=500;

static const double

1* 50*2*pi for 50 Hz.

The 110% is necessary to
allow overshoot from the PI controller. *1
max_speed = 157.0;
1* -50 % (750 rpm) *1
1* max_speed 314.16;
1* = 100 % (1500 rpm) *1
1* max_speed = 330.0;
1* -105 % (1575 rpm) *1
1* max_speed = 345.0;
1* -110 % (1650 rpm) *1
1* max_speed = 360.0;
1* -115 % (1725 rpm) *1

static int led_L3 = 0,
led_L4 = 0,
switch 81
0,
switch 82
0,
switch_83
0,
digi8in = 0;

1* the state of the control board;
either switches or thumwheel *1

1* Making a couple of aliases so that references are easier *1
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

L3
L4
81
82
83
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led_L3
led_L4
switch 81
switch_82
switch_83

1* Inputs *1
static int anal in 1
anal_in_2 = 0,
anal in_30,
anal in_40,
anal_in_5
0,
anal in 6
0,
anal in_70,
anal_in_8
0,
1* Outputs *1
anal out 1
0,
anal_out_2
0,
anal out_30,
anal_out_4
0,
anal out 5
0,
anal out 6
0,
anal_out_7
0,
anal out 8
0,

0,

1* AID & D/A Board #1; Position 1 *1
1* 8 analogue inputs, 8 analogue outputs *1
1* Although it makes sense that these are unsigned*1
1* values we need signed values to do bounds *1
1* checking!*1

Inputs *1
anal_in_9 = 0,
anal_in_10
0,
anal in_ll
anal_in_12
0,
anal_in_13
0,
anal_in_14
0,
anal_in_15
0,
anal_in_16
0,
1* Outputs *1
anal_out_9 = 0,
anal out_100,
anal_out_ll
0,
anal_out_12
0,

1* AID & D/A Board #2; Position 7 *1
1* 8 analogue inputs, 4 analogue outputs*1
1* (chip missing) *1

dig_in_1
dig_in_2

1*
1*

Digital Board #1; Position 2
8 digital inputs *1

*1

1*

Digital Board #2; Position 5

*1

1*

°,

out 5

0,
0,
0;
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/* 8 digital outputs */
in7_1 = 0,
in7 2
0,
in7 3
0,
in7 4
0,
in7 5
0,
in7_6
0,
in7 7
0,
/* Outputs */
/* out7 a 0,
out7 1
0,
out7 2
0,
out7 3
0;

/*

/* end isr-variables.c */

Diff.e:
/* diff.c */
/* Time-stamp: <1999-05-04 11:31:18 atuckey> */

/**** Integrator without limiting;

borrowed from integrat.c

*/

double diff_integratorCdouble ip, double prev_op)
{
/* Integrates with dt. Inputs are the input and the
previous output */
prev_op += dt * ip;
return prev_op;
} /* end integrator */

/**** Angle integrator;

borrowed from integrat.c *************/
double diff_angle_integratorCdouble inp,double prev_output)
{
/* This integrates angles using delta t */
prev_output += dt * inp;
if Cprev_output < 0.0)
/* Checking for limits */
prev_output += 2.0 * pi;
else if Cprev_output > 2.0 * pi)
prev_output -= 2.0 * pi;
return prev_output;

} /* end angle_integrator */
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/* A general differentiator with filtering. This
one uses a PI loop to do the filtering */

{

/* these values needs to be kept between calls to the
function */
static const double temp = 1.0;
static double est_ip = 0;
/* estimated input value */
static double integrator_op = 0;
/* These values do not. */
static double diff_temp;
static double error;
static double sin_error;
static double op
0;
static double Ki
10000;
static double Kp
100;
diff_temp=ipl ;
error = diff_temp - est_ip;
sin_error = sin(error);
integrator_op = diff_integrator(sin_error, integrator_op);
op = temp;
op = Kp*sin_error + Ki*integrator_op;
est_ip = diff_angle_integrator(op, est_ip);
return op;
} /* end diff */
double diff2(double ipl) /* simple and fast differentiator
without any filtering*/
{

diff_old = old;
old = ipl;
return (ipl-diff_old)*dt_inv;
}
/* end diff2*/
/* end diff.c */

Inegrator .c:
/* integrator.c */
/* Time-stamp: <2000-04-18 14:01:32 cocomel> */
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double angle_integrator(double inp,double prev_output)
/* This integrates angles using delta t */

{

prev_output += dt * inp;
if (prev_output < 0.0) /* Checking for limits */
prev_output += 2.0 * pi;
else if (prev_output > 2.0 * pi)
prev_output -= 2.0 * pi;
return prev_output;
} /* end angle_integrator */

/**** Integrator without limiting. ******************/
double integrator(double ip, double prev_op)
{ /* Integrates with dt. Inputs are the input and the
previous output */
prev_op += dt * ip;
return prev_op;
} /* end integrator */
/**** Integrator with limiting. **********************/
double int_with_limit( double ip, double prev_op, double limit)
{ /* Integrates with dt. Inputs are the input and the
previous output, and the limit. */
prev_op += dt * ip;
if (prev_op > limit)
prev_op = limit;
else if (prev_op < (-limit))
prev_op = (-limit);
return prev_op;
} /* end int_with_limit */
/* end integrat.c */
\bigskip

Init.c:
/* init.c */
/* Time-stamp: <2000-04-18 12:15:34 cocomel> */
#include <vecs.h>

/* Include the position of the interupt vector tat
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#include "define.h"
#include "init .h"
extern int lengte, tussen;
extern double sample, dt, dt_inv;

1************************************************************1
1*
*1
1*
Initialisation of the C40 board
*1
1*
*1
1************************************************************1
void initO
{

asm(" LDI OOOOh,ST");
1*
asm(" LDI OOOOh,IIE");
1*
set_ivtp(DEFAULT);
asm(" LDI @LRAM,AR5 "); 1*
asm(" lACK *AR5
' ');1*

Disable GIE bit, disable interupts (page 3-6)*1
Disable internal interrupts (page 3-10)*1
Execute a dumy memory read operation. This *1
operation will enable the interrupt handling
hardware on the prodrive dsp board bij setting
the lACK bit, if the adress is pointing to
external memory. (see page 11-87 of
TMS320c4x user's gUide *1

install_int_vector((*c_intOl), 3); 1* Install interrupt 1, the number is
a pointer to a certain interrupt. See
table on page 17 of the article "Setting
up TMS320DSP interrupts in C" in the
boundary. *1
install_int_vector((*c_intOl), 2);
1* Install timerO interrupt *1

*GLOINIT = Ox3b3geOfO;
*LOCINIT = Ox3b3geOfO;
1*
*LOCINIT
Ox3ef78530;

1* 0 Waitstates op global bus *1
1* 0 Waitstates op local bus *1
1* 5 Waitstates op local bus *1

*TO GLOBAL_REG
*TO PERIOD REG

1* fsample

dt

1*

TO_GLOBAL;
sample;

(sample*le-7);
dt inv = 11 dt;

asm("
asm("

LDI 9h,IIF");
or 2000h,ST");

10 kHz *1

1* inverse of sample time, *1
1* Enable interrupt 1 (page 3-12) *1
1* Enable GIE bit *1
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}

/* end init.c */

Init.l1
/* init.h */
/* Time-stamp: <2000-02-29 09:59:55 CoCoMeL> */

#ifndef
#define

INIT_H__
INIT_H__

/****************************************************/
/*
*/
/*
Initialisation of the C40 board
*/

/*

*/

/*************************************************** /
void init(void);
/* This function initialises everything.
*/

Vecs.c:
/**********************************************************/
/*Vecs.h - Header file for interrupt vector program
*/
/**********************************************************/
#include <intpt40.h>
#include <timer40.h>
void c_int99(void);
void c_intOl(void);
void c_int02(void);
void c_int03(void);
void c_int04(void);
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Define.h:
1* define.h *1
#ifndef __DEFINE_H__
#define __DEFINE_H__

1* This file contains all the definitions used in the CoCoMeL project.
This includes the variables, and particular addresses *1
asm("LRAM .word 000300000h"); 1* At this address the local ram starts *1
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

GLOINIT ((int *)Ox00100000)
LOCINIT ((int *)Ox00100004)
CPCRO ((int *)Ox00100040)
CPCRO_in ((double *)Ox00100041)
CPCRO_out ((double *)Ox00100042)
CPCR4 ((int *)Ox001000S0)
CPCR4_in ((double *)Ox001000Sl)
CPCR4_out ((double *)Ox001000S2)

1* AID &; D/A *1
#define IO_bl ((int *)Ox90000000) 1* SWITCH 321 -> 111 *1
1* Digital in *1
#define IO_b2 ((int *)Ox90000400) 1* SWITCH 321 -> 110 *1
1* Digital out *1
#define IO_b3 ((int *)Ox90000S00) 1* SWITCH 321 -> 101 *1
#define IO_b4 ((int *)Ox90000COO) 1* SWITCH 321 -> 100 *1
#define IO_b5 ((int *)Ox90001000) 1* SWITCH 321 -> 011 *1
1* AID &; D/A *1
#define IO_b6 ((int *)Ox90001400) 1* SWITCH 321 -> 010 *1
#define IO_b7 ((int *)Ox90001S00) 1* SWITCH 321 -> 001 *1
#define IO_bS ((int *)Ox90001COO) 1* SWITCH 321 -> 000 *1
I*#define TO_GLOBAL Ox07C3*1
#define TO_GLOBAL_REG ((int *)Ox00100020)
#define TO_PERIOD_REG ((int *)Ox0010002S)
#define TO_COUNTER_REG ((int *)Ox00100024)
#define TO_GLOBAL Ox06C3
#define Tl_GLOBAL_REG ((int *)Ox00100030)
#define Tl_PERIOD_REG ((int *)Ox0010003S)
#define Tl_COUNTER_REG ((int *)Ox00100034)
#define Tl_GLOBAL Ox02Cl
1*************** General global variables *******************1
#endif 1* __ DEFINE_H__ *1

Standard functio11S:
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These function are provided by the manufacturer of the DSP, Texas
Instruments. They are used to install standard functions and declarations
and therefore not completely incorporated here.

11lat11.h
1****************************************************************1
1* math.h V5.11 for TMS3203x/4x
*1
1* Copyright (c) 1992-1999 Texas Instruments Incorporated
*1
1****************************************************************1
1* install headers for several mathematical functions *1
1* rest of the function skipped*1

timer40.h
1****************************************************************1
1* timer40.h V5.00
*1
1* Copyright (c) 1992-1997 Texas Instruments Inc.
*1
1****************************************************************1
1* -6/20/94: removed CLOCK_PER_SEC define statement and replace it for*/
1*
a global variable in timer40.c
*1
1****************************************************************1
1* installs timers, rest of the function skipped*1

intpt40.l1
1*******************************************************************1
1* intpt40.h V5.00
1
1* Copyright (c) 1992-1997 Texas Instruments Incorporated
1
1*******************************************************************1
1* install the interupt vectors, rest of the function skipped*1

Appendix C Abbreviations
Abbreviations used in the text and pictures:
Abbreviation:
AC
A/D-converter
CoCoMeL
D/ A-converter
DC
DSP
DUT
EMC
EPE group
FOC
HBCC
I/O-board
1M
ISR
LED
PC
PI-loop
PU
UPFC

Written in full:
Alternating Current
Analog to Digital converter
Computer Controlled Mechatronic Load
Digital to Analog converter
Direct Current
Digital signal Processor
Device Under Test
Electro Magnetic Compatibility
Electromechanics and Power Electronics group
Field-Oriented Control
Hysteresis Band Current Controller
In- and output board
Induction Machine
Interrupt Service Routine
Light Emitting Diode
Personal Computer
Proportional-Integral control loop
Per Unit
Universal Power Factor Corrector (rectifier)
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